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EXIT

ENTRANCE

Agromasters Ltd

                              ROTARY MILKING PARLOUR (INTERNAL MILKING)

Agromasters designs and manufactures advanced rotary milking systems for sheep and goats. They 
are available from 36 up to 72 milking places.The heavy constructed rotary platform gives durability at 
the whole system. The anti-slipery floor provides safe environment for the animals The milking  
system operation  is controlled by a central electrical box & rotation speed of the platform via an 
inverter.     

The rotary milking parlour is escorted by individual head locking , individual feeding , 500kg sylo and 
with an entrance - exit ramp. Only stainless steel milking components are integrated on the system 
like,  Glass Receivers & S/S parts , S/S Jetters , S/S pipes , S/S Washing machine, S/S wash  trough , 
S/S 150 cc milk claws. 
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Agromasters Ltd

ΕXIT

ENTRANCE

ROTARY MILKING PARLOUR (EXTERNAL MILKING)
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Agromasters Ltd

The agromasters rapid exit milking System offers fast and effective milking and is addressed to 
milk producers with an relative increased number of goats or sheep. The whole system consists 
of fully hot-galvanized or S/S stall and top quality components.

The operation of the milking system is based on a moveable Stall, which is automatically lifted up 
after the end of milking, thus allowing mass release of the animals. 

The rapid exit milking System contributes effectively in the squeeze avoidance of the animals, 
after the completion of milking. Our milking parlours are escorted always with the appropriate  
vacuum pumps.

  RAPID EXIT  MILKING SYSTEM 
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* Platform dimensions = 10.80 m * 2.50 m
* Platform Height = 3.60 m
* Platform roof covered by panel
* Shelter for Milker = 10.20 m*1.00 m
* Hydraulic Installation = YES
* Total platform weight = 3,5 tones
* Platform escorted with 8 wheels

Standard  capabilities

* Rapid exit or linear stall can be integrated * Trailer for Vaccum Pump
* Water Reservoire
* Central  Platform Electrical Board

Additional capabilities

* Air Compressor  200L 

All agromasters’ original components & 
parts are integrated on the platform.

 MILKING SYSTEM ON  A PLATFORM
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MILKING MACHINES & S/S BUCKETS

S/S Can 40L S/S Bucket 24L

The  24 L & 40 L Buckets are products made in agromasters. The S/S Cans are manufactured of 
food grade AISI 304 (18/8) Stainless Steel, especially for milk storage & transport. They are perfectly 
polished & come with sturdy handles for enabling easy grip.

 
Agromasters milking machines is a low cost solution but equipped with the highest quality 
components.

The heavy duty trolley with large wheels can carry a complete milkng system, including one or two 
stainless steel milk buckets. It is easy to move indoors or outdoors.

Agromasters milking machine is available with a number of different options, including different vacuum pumps,  
S/S milk claws & shells, S/S Buckets, 6.32 liners, lid and buckets in stainless steel exclusively.   
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Glass Receivers (24 L - 42 L ) allow observation of milking - washing process and total flow 
of milk. Glass receivers are escorted with superior quality S/S parts that fit perfectly on them.

The durable Stainless Steel Receivers ( 60 L - 100 L) are perfectly polished and are suitable 
for bigger milking systems. S/S Receivers are products made in agromasters.

The Milk pumps are shelf cleaning type and  has been engineered and  manufactured exclusively  
from stainless steel parts .

They consist of S/S casing, S/S hang up, S/S pump house, S/S angle with rakor, S/S impeller, 
S/S Bottom plate, S/S buckled plate.

Milk Receiver
Hector I

Milk Receiver
Hector II

S/S Milk Receiver
Leonidas

S/S Milk pump ( 0.75 HP)
Apollo I 

 

 S/S Milk pump ( 1 HP)
Apollo II

 

MILK RECEIVERS & S/S MILK PUMPS
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SANITARY TRAPS & OTHER S/S COMPONENTS

S/S milk inlets   

S/S Milk filters   

s/s jetters support  

S/S vacuum pinch clamps  S/S Sanitary traps
      Hermes  

The Triton II washing jetters is mounted on the wash line & addressed to low line milking systems.  

The specially designed stainless steel candle stick ensures fast accurate placement of the milking 
unit with minimum bending. 

The bended Stainless steel chamber contributes to optimum washing of liner head (internally and 
externally). This 100% S/S components offers durability under severe working conditions.

 S/S JETTERS
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MILK CLAWS & MILKING UNITS

 

Agromasters heavy duty milking clusters contribute in absolute control of milk flow and offer fast & 
efficient  milking. They are designed to handle consistently increased milking rates. The transparent 
shell and silicone liner combination is practical, hygienic and easily cleaned. 

A range of milking clusters for sheep & goats are available to meet the requirements of each milker .

Agromasters designs & develops high quality stainless steel milk claws for sheep & goats. The circular 
shape of the Odysseus & Hercules claws and their wide surface contributes to maximum possible flow 
of milk.

The durable stainless steel spring & the unique mechanism of the claw offers superb shut off 
capabilities.

Odysseus 150 cc
for sheep & goats

Hercules 140 cc
for goats S/S  Y

Artemis milking unit Athena milking unit

Hera milking unit Dionysus milking unit 

     Nemesis 
automatic valve 
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VACUUM REGULATORS & GAUGES

VACUUM PUMPS  

The Belt driven vacuum pumps represent the heart of the whole milking system. Agromasters offers 
a wide range of vacuum pumps from 250 L to 3300 L.

Quite operation. The dynamically balanced moving parts result in extremely smooth and quiet 
operation.

Rugged construction. The heavy duty body is constructed from chemical resistant cast iron, making it 
durable to any environmental working conditions.

Vacuum Gauges
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Vacuum Regulators
Harmonia



2 Exit NT 24
electronic pulsator  2 Exit NT 24

electronic pulsator with base     
   2 or 4 Exit 

  Pneumatic pulsator   

The Zeus Pulsation Control Unit  is capable of 
supplying power to maximum 24 electronic 
pulsators.It is ideal for different groups. The 
controller is protected against line voltage 
surges.

It is equipped with PCB Display for function 
check & configuration. The user can select 8 
different rates & ratio values and there is an 
indication of front & rear pulsation ratio. 

The enclosure is manufactured from aluminiium , 
which reduces dramatically the total weight  and 
from Stainless steel that brings durability under 
severe working conditions.

Electronic pulsators offer superb pulsation performance characteristics with excellent 
vacuum stability.

Specially designed to minimise vacuum demand, Low energy consumption so as to avoid 
oxidation problems. Totally sealed to provide total protection against moisture and humidity. 

PULSATORS  

PULSATION CONTROL UNITS 

Zeus Pulsation Control Unit
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 WASHING UNITS

Poseidon Washing Unit
with 2 peristaltic pumps 

Poseidon Washing Unit
with plastic bottle

S/S Wash Tanks
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All components are modular and scalable, enabling easy installation and configuration for almost any
existing parlor, as well as cost-effective upgrades when your needs change. Operation using only a single 
button provides unparalleled ease-of-use.

The FreeFlow Sensor operation is based on the transmission of near infrared (NIR) beams through the 
milk flow It measures the milk without any moving parts and requires zero upkeep.

The MC 200 Milk meter offers accurate milk yield display , flow controlled pulsation ,Alerts of kick-off, low 
milk easy configuration using a Palm ,simple installation in existing parlour. The MC 200 is a milkmeter & 
pulsator . 

The MC 200ED Milk Meter , offers On screen display of milk yield information including total yield, actual 
flow rate, peak flow, average flow and milking time.When connected to OPTIFLOW software will report on 
antibiotics, treatments, drafting, cows due for drying off etc.

MC 200 
Milk recording

MC 200ED 
Milk recording

HERD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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Agromasters Feeding belt is constructed by heavy duty materials. The sheep or goats  can be 
stalled from both sides, so feeding time is reduced dramatically. 

The floor of the feeding belt is comprised of hard plastic, on which the belt roll. The movement of 
the belt adjusts according to the amount of food that is inserted (inverter).

A photocell is installed  in order to enable the feeding belt operation. After the completion of its 
route the belt goes back to its original position.

The length of the Feeding belt varies according to the length of the building.

FEEDING BELTS 
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the company

www.agromasters.gr
e-mail: info@agromasters.gr

Office: Esopou 22, P.C : 54627 Thessaloniki, Greece
Τel:  +30 2310 520820 , 550992

Fax: +30 2310 518874

Factory: Korifi , P.C: 59300 Imathia, Greece 
Tel:  +30 23330 41123


